
1 Introduction

1.1 Overview
The MCU bootloader is a standard bootloader for all Kinetis devices. It provides
a standard interface to the device using any of the peripherals supported by the
bootloader on a given NXP Kinetis device.

The MCU bootloader is available as source code for custom, flash-based
implementations. Example applications are provided to demonstrate how to
interface with the bootloader.

Figure 1. MCU bootloader block diagram

1.2 Different configurations and release ways
The MCU bootloader is delivered in two ways:

• As full source code that is highly configurable

• Pre-programmed by NXP® into ROM or flash on selected NXP MCUs

Host-side command line and GUI tools are available to communicate with the bootloader. The MCU bootloader uses startup,
header files, and peripheral drivers from MCUXpresso SDK.

NXP provides three kinds of MCU bootloader, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Three kinds of release of bootloader provided by NXP

Table 1 describes the main features and differences.

Table 1. Main features and differences

Bootloader
configurations ROM Bootloader Flash loader Flash-resident Bootloader

User case Factory flash programming and
field update Factory flash programming Field update

Delivery Binary preprogrammed in ROM by
NXP(User cannot change)

Binary preprogrammed in flash
by NXP

Source code provided in
major release

Supported device All Kinetis devices with a
boot ROM

Select Kinetis devices without
a ROM Select Kinetis devices

Feature

Can run at system startup or
callable from user application Always run at system start-up Can run at system startup or

callable from user application

Can jump to user application after
peripheral timeout Overwritten by user application Can jump to user application

after peripheral timeout

For KE17Z, there is no ROM inside the chip and no factory pre-programmed Flashloader before shipping. NXP provides flash
resident bootloader. Customers can download MCU flash resident bootloader source code from KE17Z SDK.

For details about different bootloader configurations and release ways, see MCUBOOT: MCU Bootloader for
NXP Microcontrollers

2 Customizing Kinetis Flash loader
• SDK version: SDK_2_10_0_FRDM-KE17Z

• IDE used in this application note: Keil V5.3.1

• bootloader_config.h is located in:

\middleware\mcu-boot\targets\MKE17Z7\src
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There are many options to be customized.

2.1 Modifying supported interface
MCU flash resident bootloader can be tailored to support different serial interfaces. Modify the instances of the interface, as shown
in Figure 3. You can modify those macros to customize according to hardware requirements.

Figure 3. Modify supported interface

2.2 Modifying other options
There are some other options that can be customized in boolotader_config.h, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Other bootloader configurations in bootloader_config.h

Table 2. Description for other bootloader configurations

Name Description

BL_FEATURE_CRC_CHECK
This option enables/disables the CRC check feature on each command or data
package reception. To make sure all packet receptions are correct, set this
option to 1.

BL_FEATURE_FILL_MEMORY This option enables/disables the filling memory feature. To enable flash
program ability, set this option to 1.

BL_FEATURE_READ_MEMORY This option enables/disables the reading memory feature. For a simplest
bootloader where users can read your application data, set this option to 0.

BL_FEATURE_QSPI_MODULE For KE17Z, set this option to 0.

Table continues on the next page...
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Table 2. Description for other bootloader configurations (continued)

Name Description

BL_FEATURE_ENCRYPTION For KE17Z, set this option to 0.

BL_FEATURE_UART_AUTOBAUD_IRQ To enable UART interface autobaud detection feature, set this option to 1.

BL_APP_VECTOR_TABLE_ADDRESS The default application start address is 0xA000.

3 Flash resident bootloader demo example

3.1 Get flash resident bootloader software
The Flash resident bootloader source code and example are now as a middleware embedded in MCU SDK.

1. Go to MCUXpresso SDK Dashboard, click Select Board, search KE17Z, and select FRDM-KE17Z, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Select FRDM-KE17Z SDK

2. Click Build SDK, select mcu-boot, and click Download SDK, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Select MCU-BOOT as SDK middleware

3.2 Compiling and downloading

3.2.1 Example project and source code location

Table 3. Example project and source code location

Name Location Description

freedom_bootloa
der

\boards\frdmke17z\bootloader_examples\freedom_b
ootloader

KE17Z flash loader example project.

led_blinky \boards\frdmke17z\demo_apps\led_blinky This is a simple led_blinky demo, but starts at
0x0000_0000. To relocate code start address to
0xA000, modify the linker file.

Mcu-boot \middleware\mcu-boot Mcu-boot source code, PC host source code,
PC host binary.

blhost \mcu-boot\bin\Tools\blhost Precompiled CLI PC host tool for mcu-boot.

KinetisFlashTool \middleware\mcu-boot\bin\Tools\KinetisFlashTool Precompiled GUI PC host tool for mcu-boot.

3.2.2 Compiling demo project
1. Compile freedom_bootloader example and download to target board. It is the flash loader demo project. To run the

code, reset the MCU after the bootloader programming.

2. Open the led_blinky demo, modify the image code start address from 0x0000_0000 to 0x0000_A000 in the linker file, and
save the linker file.
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Figure 7. Modifying Linker file from 0x0000_0000 to 0x0000_A000

3. Compile led_blinky example and create a binary file (.bin) from the output elf. It is the led_blink demo project used as
flash loader application demo.

4. Save the led_blinky.bin to a known location. This binary is used in following sections.

In this application note, copy the binary (led_blinky.bin) to \middleware\mcu-boot\bin\Tools\blhost\win.

3.3 Ruining the flash bootloader

3.3.1 Using KinetisFlashTool
KinetisFlashTool is a GUI wrapper of BLHOST. It is much more intuitive and easy to use. To download application demo
(led_blinky.bin) via KinetiFlashTool, perform the following steps. For more detailed information, see Kinetis Flash Tool User's
Guide (document MBOOTFLTOOLUG).

1. Select UART, COM, and Baud rate. To connect the board, press the Reset button on the board and click Connect.

2. If the connection is successful, the status field shows varies information for the target, such as, Flash start address,
flash size, RAM start address, and RAM size. It indicates that KinetisFlashTool is connected to flash loader.

3. To update the application, select led_blinky.bin for Image, enter 0xA000 for Target Address, and click Update.
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Figure 8. KinetisFlashTool layout

3.3.2 Using BLHOST
BLHOST is Command Line Interface (CLI) tool used for PC host to communicate with KinetisBootloader. To use BLHOST to
communicate with flash boot loader and download image to the target, perform the following steps.

1. ./blhost.exe -p COMX,115200 get-property 1

Use this command to ping with target. If the connection is OK, the target responds with a Ping respond packet message
and returns the boot loader version information.

The COMX is the virtual serial port number on your PC. For windows, see device manager for details (eg: COM21).

Figure 9. STEP1: BLHOST ping target
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2. ./blhost.exe -p COMX,115200 flash-erase-region 0xA000 0xA000

Use this command to erase target memory start from 0xA000 with the size of 0xA000.

Figure 10. SETP2: BLHOST erase flash

3. ./blhost.exe -p COMX,115200 write-memory 0xA000 led_blinky.bin.

Use this command to download led_blinky.bin to the target at 0xA000.

Figure 11. SETP3: BLHOST fill memory

4. ./blhost.exe -p COMX,115200 execute 0xA000 0 0

Use this command to boot the application at 0xA000 and jump to led_blinky.

Figure 12. SETP4: BLHOST execute

4 Reference
1. blhost User's Guide (document MCUBLHOSTUG)

2. MCUBOOT: MCU Bootloader for NXP Microcontrollers

3. Getting Started with the MCU Flashloader (document MBOOTFLASHGS)

4. Kinetis Flash Tool User's Guide (document MBOOTFLTOOLUG)

5. Introduction to Kinetis Flashloader for KM35 (document AN12888)
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5 Revision history
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0 31 August 2021 Initial release
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